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The need for an aphasia screening tool validated in Greek speaking population is long overdue. Until now, clinicians are relied on informal assessment and observation. The aim of this paper is to present the process of adaptation and validation of the Aphasia Screening Test (Whurr, 1996) in Greek speaking population. This test was used mainly due to its use widely across different countries and languages.  
Method
Prior to its validation the test was adapted to the Greek Language. The material which was selected to be used during the adaptation followed the principles of the English version while the linguistic properties and characteristics of the Greek language were taken into account. Subsequently changes were made at different linguistic levels: phonological /graphemic – changes in phonemes and letters, lexical – changes at words, and sentence- changes at sentences. 
Data were selected from two age matched groups of native Greek speaking subjects. The first group was formed from 50 aphasic patients (mean age=64.1 years, range 50-82 years, 33 male and 17 female), while the second group was formed from 30 health adults (mean age=60.56 years, range=50-79 years, 13 male and 17 female). The test was presented to the subjects as it is described in its English version by Whurr (1996).     
The statistical analysis of the data was done using the statistical package SPSS.
Results
The results revealed significant differences in all subtests of AST between the two groups. Analysis of the data of the patients group revealed significant correlations among the different modalities of the test. Specifically, the visual perception was correlated significantly with reading comprehension, auditory comprehension, written language production and calculation, reading comprehension was significantly correlated with all the other modalities, auditory comprehension with ala other modalities, speech production with all other modalities except visual perception, verbal language production with all other modalities except visual perception, written language production with all other modalities and calculation with all other modalities.
Discussion
Our findings strongly support the validity of the Greek version of the Aphasia Screening Test.  The differences between the two groups demonstrate that AST, as it has been adapted in Greek, has the ability to detect the presence of aphasia. The significant correlations among the subtests of the major language modalities indicate that there is an internal consistency of the testing material used for each modality. The theoretical application of these findings will be discussed further.







